NONIMBEDDABLE NOETHER LATTICES
KENNETH P. BOGART

1. Introduction. The concept of a Noether lattice was introduced
by R. P. Dilworth [4] as a generalization of the concept of the lattice
of ideals of a Noetherian ring. A Noether lattice is a modular multiplicative lattice satisfying the ascending chain condition in which
every element is a join of elements called principal elements. The
principal elements are defined by a pair of identities satisfied by the
principal ideals of a commutative ring.
It is possible to obtain complete descriptions of the structure of
certain restricted classes of Noether lattices [l], [2], [3], [4]. In
this paper we obtain another such description. A multiplicative lattice L is said to have the trivial multiplication if

AI = A
AB = 0

for all A G L
for all A, B G L such that A, B ?¿ I.

The main result of this paper is as follows.
A lattice L may be represented as a Noether lattice with the trivial
multiplication if and only if L is a finite-dimensional
modular lattice
in which every element except the unit element is a join of atoms.
This result will be used to prove the existence of Noether lattices
which cannot be imbedded in the lattice of ideals of any Noetherian
ring. The result given above will also be used to prove a generalization of the fact that if M is a maximal (proper) ideal of a Noetherian
ring R, then the ring A/MA is a vector space over R/M for all ideals
A of the ring. The generalization
states that if M is a maximal
(proper) element of a Noether lattice, then the quotient sublattice
A/AM is a complemented modular lattice for all A in L.

2. A review of basic concepts. A multiplicative lattice is a complete
lattice provided with a commutative,
associative, join-distributive
multiplication
for which the unit element is a multiplicative
identity.
We use juxtaposition
to denote multiplication,
V and A to denote
the lattice operations, and ^ to denote the lattice partial ordering.

If A and B are elements of L, the residual of A by B, A :B is defined
to be the join of all ZÇ£L such that Z-B^^l. In [2] it is shown that
in modular lattices the definition of principal elements given in [4]
may be restated as follows. If L is a modular multiplicative lattice,
then an element E of L is principal if and only if
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(2.1)

A AE=

(A:E)E

[July

for all A £ L

and

(2.2)

(AE):E = AV0:E

for all A £ L.

(It is a convention in multiplicative
lattices that in an expression
such as the right-hand
side of 2.2, the lattice operations are performed after the operations of multiplication
or residuation.)
The
letter E will be reserved for principal elements in this paper. Somewhat more complicated equations are used in [4] to define the concepts of meet-principal and join-principal, and an element is principal
if it is both meet-principal
and join-principal.
A Noether lattice is said to be local if it has precisely one maximal
element, and in [l] it is shown that the principal elements in a local
Noether lattice are precisely the join-irreducible
elements.
In §5 of this paper we will use the concept of a Noether lattice
imbedding. A Noether lattice imbedding of a Noether lattice L in a
Noether lattice L' is defined in [l] as an isomorphism cj>of L into L'
such that the images under <j>of prime, primary, and principal elements in L are prime, primary, and principal, respectively,
in L'.
Thus, loosely speaking, L can be imbedded in L' in such a way that
the structure of L as a Noether lattice is inherited from L'.

3. The basic theorem.
Theorem.
3.1. A lattice L may be represented as a Noether lattice with
the trivial multiplication if and only if L is a finite-dimensional
modular
lattice in which every element but I is a join of atoms.
Proof.

Suppose that L is a Noether

lattice with the trivial multi-

plication. Note first that L is local, for if I = A\/B and A, B^I,

IX=AXVBX

then

= 0 for all Xt*I in L. Thus .4=0, 5=0 and 1 = 0.

Now let Et^I be principal in L. Then (using Equation 2.1) if X<E,
X = (X: E)E = 0 since (X: E)r¿I.

Thus the proper

nonzero

principal

elements of L are atoms and every element of L but I is a join of
atoms. Let M be the proper maximal element of L. Since M2 = 0,

L = L/M2. By Theorem 6.2 of [2] L/M2 is finite-dimensional. Therefore L is finite-dimensional.
Now suppose that L is a finite-dimensional
modular lattice in
which every element but I is a join of atoms. Since I is join-irreducible, the trivial multiplication
on i is a commutative,
associative,
join-distributive
multiplication.
To show that L is a Noether lattice,
we shall show that the atoms of L are principal. In fact every element
of a lattice with the trivial multiplication is join-principal. Since the
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multiplication

is trivial, it is clear that

X: Y = M
X:Y = I

if Y $ X
if Y ^ X

for all X and Y in L, where M is the proper maximal

element of L.

Now let A and C be elements of L. Then

(A V IC):C = (AV C):C = I = A:CV I.
If B^I, then

04 V BC):C = i:C = /l:CVS,
since .4: C = I or 4: C=M^B.
.4=0

and C = E, Equation

Thus C is join-principal and with

(2.2) is satisfied.

Now let E be an atom

of L. If A ^ E, then A : E = M. Therefore

(A:E)E = ME = 0= A /\E
since A f\E is zero because E is an atom and E^A.

If ^4^£,^4:£

=7

and

U:£)£

= IE = E = AAE

because E¿A. Thus £ satisfies (2.1) and is therefore principal. Since
the atoms of L are principal and every element of L but I is a join of
atoms, and since I and 0 are trivially principal, L is a Noether lattice.
4. Example. We shall now construct a lattice L which cannot be
imbedded in the lattice of ideals of any ring. The elements of L are
the symbol / and the elements of the lattice of subspaces of a nonDesarguesian projective plane. The partial ordering in L is given by
I>X for all Xj^I and by the partial ordering of the lattice of subspaces of the plane. Let the maximum element of the lattice of subspaces of the plane be M. Then Jkf/0 is a finite-dimensional
complemented modular lattice, so that every element of L but 7 is a join of
atoms and by Theorem 5.1, L may be regarded as a Noether lattice
with the trivial multiplication.
Now suppose that <f>is a Noether lattice imbedding of L in Lr, the
lattice of ideals of a Noetherian ring R. Since M is prime and each
X ^ M is M-primary, the fact that $ is a Noether lattice imbedding
implies that (¡)(M) is prime and (¡>{X) is $(Af)-primary
for all X ^ M
in L. Because of this, we may assume without loss of generality that
R= [i?/0(O)](i(A/)). Thus Lr may be assumed to have the trivial
multiplication.
But for any Noetherian ring R with maximal ideal
P, F/P2 is a vector space over the field R/P. This means that <j>(M)/0
is a vector space. But the lattice of subspaces of a vector space is
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Arguesian since the lattice of subgroups of an Abelian group is
Arguesian [6], so that the lattice of ideals of R has no non-Arguesian
sublattices. But M/0 is non-Arguesian [ó] so that L cannot be im-

bedded in Lg.
5. An application. A basic theorem about Noetherian rings states
that if M is a maximal ideal of R and A is an ideal of R, then the
quotient ring A/AM is a vector space over R/M. Thus the ideals
of R between A and AM form a complemented modular lattice. If R
is local, then the number of elements in a minimal generating set for
A is the vector space dimension of A/AM. The next two results
generalize these statements.
Corollary 5.1 has also been proved by

E. W. Johnson [5, Theorem 1.11].
Theorem
5.1. Let L be a Noether lattice, and let M be a (proper)
maximal element of L. Then the quotient sublattice A/AM is a finitedimensional complemented modular lattice.
Proof. We shall show that the set L' consisting of I and the elements of A/AM forms a Noether lattice with the trivial multiplication. Then Theorem 3.1 implies that A/AM is a finite-dimensional
complemented
modular lattice.
Since AI AM is a sublattice of L, V is a sublattice L. To make U

a multiplicative lattice define X- Y=XY\/AM
It is easy to see that with the multiplication
lattice.

Thus

there is a residuation

for all X, Y in L'.
-L' is a multiplicative

in L' which we will denote

by -4-.

IIX, YEL' and Y%X,
Xh- Y = V {Z<EL'\Z-Y^X}

= V {ZEL'\ZYVAM

= V {Zá a\zy

= X}

= X}

= V \Z\Z= A,Z = X:Y)
= AAX: Y.
Thus X+ Y=A AX: 7 unless Y£X, in which case X+ Y=I.
To show that L' is a Noether lattice, it is sufficient to show that
the elements E V A M are principal in L' for all principal elements
E —A in L. In the proof of Theorem 3.1 it was shown that all elements of a lattice with the trivial multiplication
are join principal,
so that it is sufficient to show that the elements E' = E\JAM satisfy

equation 2.1 in V. If E'£X,

X+E' = I and

E' = X A £' = /£' = (X -r- E')E'.
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If E'$,X, apply the definitions of • and ■*■
and (3.1) of [4] to get

(It

E')-E' = [X:(EV AM) A A](EV AM) A AM
= (X:EAA)EV AM
= (XAAE) V AM = AM,

since AE^AM^X.

But also, by modularity,

X A E' = [X A (AM V E)] = AM V (X A E)
= AM y (X:E)E,

and since X:E^I,

(X:E)E^AM

and XAE' = AM. Thus the ele-

ments AM\/E are principal in L' for all principal elements E^A
L, and V is a Noether lattice. This proves the theorem.

in

Corollary.
5.1. If L is a local Noether lattice, then the number of
elements in a minimal representation of A as a join of principal elements

is the lattice dimension of A/AM.
Proof. Let A —EA/ • ■ ■ VEn be a minimal representation
of A.
If Ei^AM
for some Ei} we can assume by renumbering that £1

^AM. Then using (3.2) of [4]

/ = AM:Ei = (EiMV ■■■V EnM):E!
= MV(E2M\/ ■■■V EnM):E!
which implies that (£2AfV • ■• VEnM) : Ex= I, so that Ei^E2
V • • • V-En contradicting

A. Thus A = (EiV-4ilf)V

the minimality

of the representation

of

■ ■ • V(EnVAM) is a minimal representa-

tion of i as a join of principal elements in A/AM, so that by the
proof of Theorem 3.1, the elements EA/AM are atoms. Since A/AM
is modular and since a minimal representation
of A as a join of atoms
in A/AM uses « atoms, the lattice dimension of A/AM is «.
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